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General Studies Paper - IV 
 

Topic: Human Values – lessons from the lives and teachings of great leaders, reformers and 

administrators;  

Q) What lessons in morality and consciousness can one learn from Gita and Upanishads? Examine. (200 

Words) 

The Indian Express 

Introduction :- We live in times where there seems to be a fracture between consciousness and morality. But an 
expansion of the former leads to a deepening of the latter. 

When the mighty feed on the meek, when humans behave as animals do, adharma is said to prevail. This is Hindu 
morality. In the 2,500-year-old Brihadaranyaka Upanishad we learn, “A weaker man demands of the stronger man 
through dharma just as one appeals to the king.” Thus, the king’s role in establishing dharma, and creating an 
ecosystem where the mighty do not exploit the meek, is established. 

Lessons in morality and consciousness :- 

1) We should do our work without worrying about it’s result :- When we work for getting fruits or the result from a 
particular action, we can’t really be our best in it. It also gives us a lot of worries about the result. We may also feel 
disheartened if our task or action does not yieldgood outputs. Therefore, just doing our work without really thinking 
about it’s result should be our motive. 

2) Soul is immortal and our body is perishable Our soul never dies:- Our soul never dies. Even after our death, it exists. 
It is immortal. It just changes bodies after the death of a person.  

3) World is perishable and whoever comes to this world surely has to go one day :- This world is not immortal. One 
who takes birth dies one day and that is the ultimate truth of this world. Nothing exists permanently 

4) Whatever happened was good, whatever is happening is good and what all will happen in the future will be good :- 
We should not repent about our past or worry about the future as the present is going on. We should know that God 
has planned everything for us. He will not let anything bad happen to us. Whatever happens is for our good only. 

5) Progress and development are the rules of this universe :- Things may not be the same, the way they used to be. 
Things and circumstances change. We should neither expect people, nor surroundings, not even society to be same.  

6) We did not bring anything to this world, neither are we going to take anything :- We came to this world empty 
handed. We have made everything over here, be it relations, money, love or respect. We cannot take anything with 
us when we die. Everything would be left over here. 
 

Q) Laws, on occasion, may question principles of morality underlined while framing them. Given the SC 

judgment on dowry, analyse the relationship law has with morality. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction :- In the Rajesh Sharma v. State of UP case Supreme Court recently while citing the NCRB data about the 
false complaints in dowry cases asked to substitute direct investigation with para-legal volunteers committee. This 
bring into notice the conflict of law and morality. 
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Law vs Morality :- 

Written rules that are enforceable in courts are called laws while code of conduct that is unwritten and expected to 
be followed by all members of the society. Morality is what religion, society demands whereas law is what the state 
demands. 

A civilized society’s first line of defense is not the law, police and courts but customs, traditions and moral values. They 
influence each other to a great extent. 

In ancient India, the term Dharma connoted both law and morality. Law, it is pointed out, is not merely the command 
of the sovereign, it represents the idea of right or wrong based on the prevalent morality of the people. 

Laws, to be effective, must represent the moral ideas of the people. But good laws sometimes serve to rouse the moral 
conscience of the people and create and maintain such conditions as may encourage the growth of morality. 

Laws may question principle of morality while framing them can be seen in  examples like section 377 of IPC and 
section 124 of IPC which undermines the freedom  of expression, liberty of individual and their dignity to stand by 
what they believe in. 

For example laws regarding Prohibition in India have not succeeded on account of the fact that full moral conscience 
of the people has not been aroused in favour of such laws. 

Thomas Aquinas said in conflict with primary and secondary laws the primary laws should prevail over secondary laws 
that the morality should prevail the legality. While the Thomas Hobbes had opined that normally ethics is basis of law 
but in reality law determines the ethics for ex the capital punishment is considered ethical as its prescribed by law by 
state. 

Hence it is necessary to understand the relation in order to make laws more holistic and acceptable by the society and 
to ensure their desired implementation and outcome. 
 

Q) Explain some teachings of Swami Vivekananda that may be of imbibed in personal and professional 

life. (150 Words) 

The Hindu 

Ans- 

Swami Vivekananda, known in his pre-monastic life as Narendra Nath Datta, was born in Kolkata on 12 January 
1863. He played significant role in the growing Indian nationalism of the 19th and 20th century, reinterpreting and 
harmonising certain aspects of Hinduism. His teachings and philosophy applied this reinterpretation to various aspects 
of education, faith, character building as well as social issues pertaining to India, and was also instrumental in 
introducing Yoga to the west. 

Some of the teachings of Swami Vivekananda that may be imbibed in personal and professional life- 

 ‘We want that education by which character is formed, strength of mind is increased, the intellect is expanded, 
and by which one can stand on one’s own feet- 

He redefined the concept of education which was not limited to exploring means of earning only. For him education 
was way to build one’s character, strength, intellect etc. Such idea of education would help in evolving oneself as 
better person in both personal and public life. 

 ‘So long as the millions live in hunger and ignorance, I hold every man a traitor who, having been educated at 
their expense, pays not the least heed to them’- 

This tells us that as a part of society every person is responsible for the welfare of poor and marginalized people. It 
emphasizes the need to have empathy and compassion for the weaker sections of the society. 

 ‘Strength, strength it is that we want so much in this life, for what we call sin and sorrow have all one cause, and 
that is our weakness. With weakness comes ignorance, and with ignorance comes misery’- 

Swami Vivekananda stresses on the importance of being strong in the life. Weakness comes with number of difficulties 
for one in a life. Whether its personal goals or professional goals, a person need to be fearless and firm to achieve 
them. 
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 ‘Purity, patience, and perseverance are the three essentials to success, and above all, love’- 

Swami Vivekananda focuses on the values like Love, Patience, Perseverance in one’s life. This would increase the 
brotherhood and fraternity among the people, reduce conflicts among them and would bind the society as a whole. 

 ‘Have faith in yourselves, and stand up on that faith and be strong; that is what we need’- 

Having faith on oneself is the most important. In order to live a good life, people make all sorts of efforts, but they 
forget to trust themselves, lack confidence and depend on supernatural powers to help them out of their miseries. 

 Swami revolutionized the meaning of religion. His meaning of religion had no place for superstitions, unending 
rituals and practices and religion that was adrift of spiritual content. His idea of religion was humane, did not 
have necessity of middlemen to connect with one’s god and did not have barriers of caste, community etc. Such 
progressive understanding of the religion would relieve people from wrong notions of religion and provide them 
with real spiritual upliftment. 

 Swami Vivekananda preached tolerance and peace for humankind. His idea of peace and tolerance was global 
and included people of all the religions and sects. If humans are to thrive and prosper, they need to tolerate the 
diversified views and strive for the prosperity of all. 

 

Topic:   Ethical issues in international relations and funding 

Q) Why is ethics important in international relations? Discuss. (150 Words) 

Reference 

Introduction :- “Politics will, to the end of history,” writes Reinhold Niebuhr, “be an area where conscience and power 
meet, where the ethical and coercive factors of human life will interpenetrate and work out their tentative and uneasy 
compromises.”1 Working out such compromises requires a well-educated person, one who possesses the qualities 
that lay the foundation for a well-formed conscience. 

 Ethical questions are central to the study of international relations, as it is a field of study concerned with war 
and peace, trade and production, and law and rights. There is a long tradition of ethical reflection on international 
relations, stretching as far back as human beings . 

 International ethics is an area of international relations theory which concerns the extent and scope of ethical 
obligations between states in an era of globalization. Schools of thought include cosmopolitanism and anti-
cosmopolitanism. Realism, Liberalism, and Marxism are ethical traditions that conceptually address moral issues 
in international relations. 

Importance :- Ethics is required and important in following issues. 

Legitimacy :- 

Ethics does its work in the world by granting and withdrawing legitimacy. History shows that the mitigation and 
cessation of unjust practices ultimately comes from the assertion of core values. The end of slavery began with various 
revolutions and rebellions—yet the source of its ultimate demise was its loss of moral legitimacy. 

Communism, for the most part, ended in similar fashion. The Soviet Union collapsed when the values that held it 
together were no longer credible and sustainable. Its legitimacy evaporated. The same could be said of apartheid 
South Africa. There has been more regime change in recent years because of the power of principles rather than the 
power of the gun. 

 New struggles for legitimacy can be found everywhere. We see normative consensus forming rejecting the tactic 
of terrorism. We see movement on the need to address climate change. We see new initiatives to shore up the 
so-called nuclear taboo and to move toward radical reductions in the number of nuclear weapons. We see strong 
voices rejecting genocide and promoting humanitarian intervention and the Responsibility to Protect. We see 
robust responses to issues of global health. We see serious attention given to the status of women. We see 
concern for global poverty and the plight of the least well off expressed in the aspirations of the UN’s Millennium 
Development goals. All of these issues are gaining normative legitimacy. 

Rights and Responsibilities 

 Rights are protections and entitlements in relation to corresponding duties and responsibilities. There have been 
many attempts at forging general agreement on the composition of human rights—the best known being the 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
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Universal Declaration of Human Rights as well as the United Nations Charter, the Geneva Conventions, and 
additional international agreement such as the Refugee Convention. The challenge with arguing for rights and 
responsibilities as an essential concept for the study of ethics and international affairs is that while we can achieve 
agreement at levels of high abstraction, the agreement begins to fray as we get down to cases. This is because at 
some point in the analysis, arguments become political—they become about differing values and interests. This 
realization need not be debilitating. But it does speak to challenge of forging moral agreement in ways that are 
actionable in policy terms. 

Pluralism 

 Ideology presents a significant hurdle. Many political ideologies—”isms” and doctrines that are absolute and 
universal—result in what Hans Morgenthau called “the crusading spirit.” Absolutes and moral abstractions in 
politics can be problematic for the ethicist. Ideologies like nationalism, Marxism, communism, religious 
fundamentalism and even Western liberalism in the wrong hands, have been great simplifiers, prone to excesses 
of political operators who use them to cloak their political interests in the guise of high-minded moral purpose. 

Fairness 

 Fairness addresses normative standards for appropriate contribution, equal regard and just desert. 
Contemporary methods for thinking through these standards include John Rawls’s “difference 
principle,” Amartya Sen’s “capabilities approach,” Peter Singer’s “one world,” and Kwame Anthony Appiah’s 
“cosmopolitanism” just to name a few. 

 Ideas about fairness are highly subjective and heavily influenced by circumstances. In the study of international 
affairs, fairness is a tool to critique social arrangements. The concept of fairness signals concern for the least well 
off, points to imbalances of prerogative and privilege, and helps us to understand the bases for legitimacy within 
social and political entities. 

 

Q) You were recently hired as CEO of a reputed company. Because of radical measures that you have taken 

in the interest of the company, some of the board members are unsettled and have started to talk 

negatively about you openly.  The chairman of the company, who is also a co-founder, has given an open 

statement saying that your initiatives would be detrimental to company’s growth. However, since you 

initiated certain reforms, the company is doing well in the share market. You also have the support of 

shareholders. But the founders of the company, who hold conservative views and are scared of change, 

are now openly issuing statements against you.  

What are your options in this situation? Discuss their merits and demerits. Also justify finally which course 
of action you would follow. 

 

Introduction :- Options available in the above situation 

 

Ignore the situation completely :- 

Merit :- It will save the time and energy being wasted for negative propagandas. 

It will also ensure the people that I am not going to be fearful for positive radical steps as I have support of the 
shareholders 

Demerit :- I will be criticised further 

Take a note and discuss issues with shareholders :- 

Merit :- It will  show my inclusiveness regarding listening to the arguments 

Demerit :- It shows defeatist attitude to bow down on even not so healthy arguments 

Resign from the job 

Merit :- It will save me from unnecessary chaotic conditions and arguments 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
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Demerit :- It shows the escapist attitude 

Cancel the reforms and accept the status quo 

Merit :- It will again save my position and me from unnecessary criticism 

Demerit :- It will make company to lose the profit 

  

Best course of action :- 

I would rather take course of engaging all at stake i.e. the shareholders, the chairmen and even the other people in 
company into discussion regarding the course of action and necessary changes possible. 

Since the company is doing well since the reforms are initiated its also important to listen to the criticism and 
arguments and address them if its beneficial further. 

I would convince them if there is no weight in their arguments regarding going with the reforms. Though they are 
radical they will help company to grow. 
 

Q) What ethical issues are involved in the ongoing North Korea crisis? If the US wants to bomb North 

Korea, what ethical considerations it should make before taking such a drastic step? Discuss.  

Introduction :- The tussle between North Korea and United states has been escalated now a days. The ever new fear 
of nuclear warfare has also surfaced again. The recent aggressiveness shown by North Korea in testing missiles 
including a hydrogen bomb has been a cause of concern for not only United States but also for whole world. 

Ethical issues :- 

 Repeated irresponsible behaviour by North Korea in terms of testing destructive weapons 

 Side-lining the bigger interest of humanity for own narrow interest of power tussle 

 Impacting the neighbourhood knowingly into unnecessary warfare and fears 

 Lack of emotional intelligence on part of the leaders to resolve issue rather than fuel it every time 

 Threat to the peace and stability of world 

 Revenge and counter revenge tendency on part of North Korea and other nations 

If US wants to bomb North Korea ethical considerations it must take :- 

 In its narrow agenda it may hurt the wider goals of world stability and peace. 

 It may also trigger world war with alliance and counter alliance formation 

 As a member of UNSC it would be very unethical and irresponsible behaviour on part of US 

WAR is never a solution. The world has witnessed the disastrous impacts of two world wars before. Following the same 
strategy of bombing, attacking each other rather than solving the issue with negotiation would cost all of us dearly. 
Hence dialogue and discussion is the way out. The other countries in world and the international agencies must play 
active role in de escalating the tensions. 
 

Q) Is it morally and legally imperative for India to not to deport Rohingyas? Critically examine. (150 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Introduction :– The Rohingya people are a Muslim minority group residing in the Rakhine state, formerly known as 
Arakan and are considered to be a variation of the Sunni religion. The Rohingya people are considered “stateless 
entities”, as the Myanmar government has been refusing to recognise them as one of the ethnic groups of the country. 
For this reason, the Rohingya people lack legal protection from the Government of Myanmar, are regarded as mere 
refugees from Bangladesh, and face strong hostility in the country. They often described by Amnesty International as 
one of the most persecuted people on earth. To escape the dire situation in Myanmar, the Rohingya try to illegally 
enter Southeast Asian states like Malaysia, Thailand and Indonesia, begging for humanitarian support from potential 
host countries. 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
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The latest exodus began on August 25, after Rohingya insurgents attacked police posts in Rakhine, leading to a violent 
offensive by the Myanmar Army. 

 India also faces the problem of Rohingyas fleeing into the states bordering Myanmar. 

 The government has said it would deport all Rohingyas living in India illegally but the Supreme Court has said that 
it will hear a plea seeking a direction to the central government not to deport about 40,000 such refugees back 
to Myanmar. 

India’s tough stand on deporting Rohingyas back to Rakhine State in the midst of the ongoing violence has evoked 
criticism from national and international human rights activists. 

IS IT MORALLY LIGALLY IMPERATIVE TO NOT TO DEPORT ROHINGYA :- 

YES :- 

 India holds a strong history of welcoming refugees from Srilanka, Tibet, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Bangladesh and 
still they enjoy the freedom and rights here. The Rohingyas are now the most genocided community in recent 
past in South Asia, they are stateless and no place got to go. 

 not only as a major power in the region but also as the largest democracy in the world, there are expectations 
that India should extend help to the fleeing Rohingya, at least on humanitarian grounds, and contribute to help 
resolve the conundrum.  

 India is obligated to help the Rohingya because Myanmar is virtually controlled by the military. 

 Since the refugees have no home to return to right now, New Delhi must show some magnanimity 

 The refugees have to face the same situations like in the past if India sends them back, which will question India’s 
policies in the global front. It considered as will rather die in India than return to Myanmar for Rohingyans. 

 Indian government, like any other in the world, is bound by customary international law to respect the principle 
of non-refoulement. No government, as per this law, can forcibly push back asylum-seekers to the country they 
have fled to escape violence, as it might endanger their very survival. Not being a signatory to the 1951 UN 
Refugee Convention and its 1967 Protocol is no excuse to abdicate India’s responsibility to provide much-needed 
succour to people under duress and in urgent need of humanitarian assistance. 

 The Right to Life under Article 21 of the Indian Constitution has been so interpreted by the SC that it can be 
extended to anyone living in India irrespective of her nationality. 

NO :- 

 16500 Rohingya refugees in India holds United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)’s identity card 
and India consider it as irrelevant, and as far as they are illegal immigrants to India, they will be subjected to 
deport. 

 The Indian government’s first and foremost responsibility is towards the safety and security of their own citizens. 
The decision to deport Rohingya refugees from India has nothing to do with religious discrimination, it has been 
taken in the interest of law enforcement in Indian territory. 

 The Indian government is not obliged to settle illegal immigrants because it never made any such commitments 
to the international community. The decision is absolutely Constitutional. 

 Adding to this, recently an insurgent group – Haraquah Al-Yaqin formed in Saudi Arabia commanded by Rohingyas 
on the ground with tactical training and guerrilla operation skills. India had a history of Lankan refugee issue 
which eventually ended up in the Assassination of Rajiv Gandhi. 

 Along with security issue, it may lead to political, governance and economic problems in the country 

 As far as India shunning the Rohingya is concerned, it is one thing to show sympathy and another to disregard 
India’s own internal concerns. 

What can be done :- 

 The countries of South and Southeast Asia need to ponder whether it is rational to push Rohingya refugees back 
to violence-torn Myanmar. 
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 Regional countries need to take into account the fact that the Rohingya crisis is not just Myanmar’s internal 
problem; rather, its spill over effect into their own territories is already evident. 

 Myanmar should create a congenial atmosphere so that they can be returned with dignity 

 There should be sincere efforts to bring some peace for the most persecuted and tortured Rohingya community. 

 In addition to being active in the social media, the conscious sections of the society should think of doing 
something meaningful for this helpless and hapless community. 

 Without addressing the root cause of the problem, it will only add to the misery of the Rohingya people. 

Conclusion :- The statelessness of the Rohingyas and the lack of empathy towards the plight of the Rohingyas have 
contributed to the adoption of extremist methods by them. If not addressed pragmatically, the Rohingya crisis will 
only cause more violence, leading to more refugees and chronic instability in the region. India needs to take a leading 
position to pressurise Myanmar as well as to go extra mile to address the Rohingya issue in its own territory. It is time 
India rises to the occasion by transcending the politics of pragmatism and embraces the Rohingya refugees. 
 

Q) Necessity of Action and Collateral Damage must be weighed in before attempting the Use of Drones. 

Identify the ethical issues involved in the usage of drones and what would should the guiding principles 

be. (150 Words) 

Washington Post 

Introduction :- Nations have been using drones in combat since at least World War II, and they’ve made up an 
important part of the aerial arsenal.  There is a massive increase in drone usage due to expansion of communications 
bandwidth has combined with the ongoing miniaturization of electronic components to produce a Golden Age of UAV 
technology.  Drones, once relegated to intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) missions, have become star 
players in the U.S. Wars on Terror, and now play critical roles in the military establishments of many nations. 

 

The United States of America, China, Israel, Russia use them as one of the most potent weapons. However their use 
is debated on ethical grounds :- 

 Drone usage are involved in not only weaponry attack purposes but also for spying, surveillance which encroaches 
upon privacy of individual. 

 Use of drone in warfare such as against ISIS an AL Qaeda kills not only the target but large scale innocence human 
population. 
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 It violates national sovereignty, territorial integrity of nations and put bad precedents in front of world community 
encouraging breach of morals, ethics of warfare. 

 It can be seen as example of misuse of technology hence questions about discrimination of humans, creating fear 
about technology in peoples mind and the impact of it on mankind. 

 Their increasing use shows the changing approach of humans towards solving the crisis in world. The peaceful 
negotiations and conciliations are being replaced with stern attitudes, direct actions and destructive tendencies. 

 The damage, destruction and instability created by these attacks shows complete lack of moral responsibility on 
any party for reconstruction and rehabilitation work for affected civilian population. 

However drone use is a necessity today  owing to their service benefits like 

 From the national security perspective they are crucial 

 From the industry’s perspective, manufacturing drones is a good opportunity 

 From the social welfare perspective, drones can be used to do good; for example, humanitarian relief and wildlife 
conservation projects have benefited from drone deployments. 

 In todays international warfare they are proving their utility with precision, risk reduction for human combatants 
and their impact on terror 

Hence Certain minimum guidelines must be followed for the use of drones :- 

 Ownership and Responsibility :- The civilian drone regulations must address the crucial issue of identifying drones, 
identifying drone owners, and assigning liability for any mishaps and for military drones the full responsibility 
must be taken by country. 

 Drone Definition and Classification :- For any regulations on drones to remain relevant, they must first define 
what a drone is, and then differentiate between drones based on their weight, potential uses, payload type, and 
intelligence level. 

 Minimum possible usage of drone must be the first guiding principle for their use and deployment. Drones use 
should be the secondary choice in comparison to other peaceful options being explored first. 

 Addressing the issue of their legality :- Drones are not specifically mentioned in weapon treaties or other legal 
instruments of international humanitarian law. However, the use of any weapon system, including armed drones, 
in armed conflict situations is clearly subject to the rules of international humanitarian law.  

 

Q) What are the ethical issues in state sponsored surveillance? Do you think a middle path can be created? 

If so, give reasons for your answer.(150 Words) 

The Guardian 

Introduction :- Surveillance is simply put  the observation and/or monitoring of a person. Coming from the French 
word for looking upon the term encompasses not only visual observation but also the scrutiny of all behavior, speech, 
and actions. Prominent examples of surveillance include surveillance cameras, wiretaps, GPS tracking, and internet 
surveillance. 

These advances in technology have a profound impact with regards to the ethics of placing individual under 
surveillance in our modern society. Today many of our actions are observable, recorded, searchable and traceable 
close surveillance is much more intrusive than it has been in the past. 

Surveillance projects in India :- 

 Central Monitoring System (CMS): A data collection system similar to the NSA’s PRISM program. It enables the 
Government of India to listen to phone conversations, intercept e-mails and text messages, monitor posts on 
social networking service and track searches on Google 

 DRDO NETRA: Network that is capable of tracking online communications on a real time basis by harvesting data 
from various voice-over-IP services, including Skype and Google Talk. It is operated by the Research and Analysis 
Wing. 
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 NATGRID: An intelligence grid that links the databases of several departments and ministries of the Government 
of India. 

Ethical issues involved :- 

 Violation of privacy :- Surveillance is basically based on this principle as it involves gathering, watching and 
collecting a person’s information without his/her consent. It is one of the most valued and natural right of human. 

 Trust and autonomy :- As the privacy is violated people find it difficult to trust the government for the protection 
of their rights. It creates a distrust between the rulers and ruled. It encroaches upon the individual’s bodily and 
emotional autonomy. 

 Cause of surveillance :- The purpose of surveillance, or one particular instantiation of surveillance, is probably the 
most fundamental ethical question that can be asked. Security can be the easiest answers but it has been 
observed and experienced by all that the surveillance often has unethical usage associated with it. 

 Authority :- The justification of surveillance, and particularly the cause of that surveillance, will depend on who it 
is that is carrying out the surveillance. State security can and should be carried out by state intelligence agencies 
with assurance of it’s ethical use but surveillance by private agencies for their gains is out rightly unethical. 

Middle path :- 

 There must be sufficient sustainable cause. Any tendency for the secret world to encroach into areas 
unjustified by the scale of potential harm to national interests has to be checked. 

 There must be integrity of motive. No hidden agendas: the integrity of the whole system throughout the 
intelligence process must be assured, from collection to analysis and presentation. 

 The methods used must be proportionate. Their likely impact must be proportionate to the harm that is sought 
to prevent 

 There must be right and lawful authority. There must be the right level of sign-off on sensitive operations, with 
accountability up a recognized chain of command to permit effective oversight. 

 There must be a reasonable prospect of success. All intelligence operations need careful risk management, and 
before approval is given there has to be consideration of the likelihood of unintended consequences and the 
impact if the operation were to be exposed or otherwise go wrong. 

 Recourse to secret intelligence must be a last resort. There should be no reasonable alternative way of acquiring 
the information by non-secret methods. 

Justification :-  The unconstrained collection of electronic intelligence is destroying civil liberties and creating the 
conditions for tyranny. Even Edward Snowden thinks on same line. But the continued freedom of our society ultimately 
rests on the refusal of the rest of us to accept such an extreme position, and on our willingness to recognise that an 
ethical balancing act is needed. We must respect the work of our intelligence agencies in keeping us safe, and be glad 
that in our democratic societies they are subject to the rule of law and must also ensure that the process of surveillance 
is balanced with ethical considerations. 
 

Q) International Ethics is fundamentally based on acknowledgment and advancement of undisputed facts. 

Explain an international ethical problem the world faces today. (150 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction :- International ethics is an area of international relations theory which concerns the extent and scope 
of ethical obligations between states in an era of globalization. Schools of thought include cosmopolitanism and anti-
cosmopolitanism. Realism, Liberalism, and Marxism are ethical traditions that conceptually address moral issues in 
international relations. 

In international ethics many issues lingers which don’t have an immediate solutions. It may be about the Israel 
Palestinian  conflict, climate refugee crisis, genocides etc. Human rights violations and interference in  country’s 
sovereignty are recurring themes. 
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However these undisputed facts requires acknowledgement and advancement in order to maintain the smooth 
functioning of world communities and countries. This will make them more responsible and action oriented towards 
betterment of world. 

One of the most important ethical issue that world faces today is that of terrorism. It is undisputed fact that it has 
emerged more due to the narrow self centered policies of  few countries and less due to the other problems like 
radicalization, jihad etc. 

The promotion of terrorism by some states in world is causing havoc to humanity at large. Still the politics in 
international relation is restricting the world powers to take swift actions against such states. It is the moral obligation 
of international institutions and leader countries to unite and uproot this menace. The eradication of insurgent groups 
like Boko Hram, Lashkar e taiba, ISIS is possible with joint efforts, united actions and targeted policies.  
 

Q) Cloning is a scientific marvel but an ethical dilemma. Comment. (150 Words) 

Reference 

Introduction :- In biology, cloning is the process of producing similar populations of genetically identical individuals 
that occurs in nature when organisms such as bacteria, insects or plants reproduce asexually. Cloning in biotechnology 
refers to processes used to create copies of DNA fragments (molecular cloning), cells (cell cloning), or organisms. The 
term also refers to the production of multiple copies of a product such as digital media or software. 

How cloning is a scientific marvel :- 

 Parents that have lost a child can have that child returned to them with a clone. 

 Endangered animals can be cloned to save the species. 

 Many believe that cloning can be used to replace failing organs. This will diminish the waiting list for organ 
donations and allow more people to be saved. 

 Cloning could prove helpful in the research of genetics. Using cloning technologies, genetic researchers would 
have a better understanding of the composition of genes and the effects of genetic constituents on human traits. 

 Healing and recovery times could be lowered because of cloning. Using the person’s own cells, they will be able 
to recover that much faster and that much easier 

How it is an ethical dilemma :- 

 Use of cloning technology is highly prone to misuse, manipulated use, and unethical practices. 

 By cloning it is argued that humans want to replace god. Interference with nature and natural laws creates a 
doubt in minds of people about other possible course humans can take in future. 

 The technology is even not yet developed fully and is unsafe to be implemented hence requires a rational, 
minimum, restricted use for now. 

 Cloning of animals is opposed by animal-groups due to the number of cloned animals that suffer from 
malformations before they die, and such animals its use for food is opposed by groups concerned about food 
safety. 

 Religious groups are divided, with some opposing the technology as usurping God’s place and, to the extent 
embryos are used, destroying a human life; others support therapeutic cloning’s potential life-saving benefits. 

At the end cloning is a technology like other technologies of cyber, nuclear etc. Technology is value neutral its usability 
and impact depends on the users. Hence use of cloning is highly unethical if it is used with unethical intensions. 
 

Topic: Ethics in private and public relationships 

Q) Predatory Journals are ethical blot on the sanctity of accredited research. Comment.  (150 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction :- A scam of the most scholarly kind on the Internet — publishing “scientific papers” in fake open access 
journals (also called as predatory journals) — has become more insidious and grown tremendously in size. And 
tragically, India has singularly contributed to the cancerous growth of pseudo-science. 
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42 per cent of fake single-journal publishers are based in India. 

Reasons :- 

The introduction of academic performance indicator (API) by the University Grants Commission (UGC), lack of clarity 
in identifying and evaluating journals, the focus on ‘quantity’ over ‘quality’, unhealthy competition between peers, 
and overall, a favorable non-scientific publishing environment have led Indian researchers to publish in mediocre 
journals wherein most manuscripts are published without any peer review. Perhaps it is also the fear of peer review 
that has nourished predatory journals, making India one of the world’s largest base for predatory open-access 
publishing. 

Implications :- 

Predatory journals raise a thorny problem for the scholarly literature. Peer review traditionally is the hallmark of 
scholarly publication, and manuscripts published without peer review are considered to have not passed a critical 
hurdle, as imperfect as it is 

Even if science done in India has not grown much in the last few years, India has successfully played a vital role in 
polluting the scientific literature with trash. 

When the percentage of fake journal publishers based in India tops the list in the world, scientists based in India who 
publish sub-standard or downright trash are also questioned for their legitimacy and knowledge. 

Indian researchers publishing in predatory journals could be willing or ignorant participants but they leave an 
impression of degrading science in India. 

The rapid rise of predatory journals — publications taking large fees without providing robust editorial or publishing 
services — has created what some have called an age of academic racketeering. 

It also reflects the lack of standard ethical practices, non partisanship, presence of collusive corruption and mis 
guidance of reader etc. Predatory journals misrepresent who they are and what services they offer, including not 
providing peer review, editing and indexing services. 

Way forward :- 

 Institutions should use existing tools to educate their faculty and students about how to identify predatory 
journals and ensure that they understand the ethical and professional consequences of submitting their work to 
predatory journals. 

 These tools do not rely on lists of journals, but rather approaches to suspect a journal may be predatory. For 
example, “Think.Check.Submit.” provides simple steps for authors to use to identify predatory journals. 

 A tool developed by Laine and Winker on behalf of WAME provides an algorithm to follow and a list of warning 
signs that should increase suspicion that a journal is predatory. 

 Institutions should avoid creating or following lists of unacceptable journals because of their tendency to 
inadvertently penalize legitimate journals. For example, the Medical Council of India declared that academic 
institutions should only consider journals with a print version for promotion and tenure decisions . 

 New journals or journals from low or middle income countries may not meet criteria for listing in indexes, and 
may meet other “predatory” criteria of some lists, despite their legitimate practices. 

Conclusion :- 

Predatory journals pose a number of ethical issues as well as conundrums for authors and academic institutions who 
must decide how to deal with content submitted to and/or published in them. Everyone – authors, institutions, editors, 
and publishers – has a responsibility to support the legitimate scholarly research enterprise, and to avoid supporting 
predatory journals by not publishing in them, serving as their editors or on the Editorial Boards, or permitting faculty 
to knowingly publish in them without consequences. Institutions need to refrain from raising unrealistic expectations 
that drive authors from making unwise decisions. Only by addressing the underlying reasons for the continued 
presence of predatory journals can this challenge to the scholarly research enterprise be solved. 
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Q) What do you understand by Sympathy and Empathy? How can these qualities help a civil servant 

perform this duties better? (150 Words) 

Introduction :- Sympathy and empathy are separate terms with some very important distinctions. Sympathy and 
empathy are both acts of feeling, but with sympathy we feel for the person we are sorry for them or pity them but we 
don’t specifically understand what they’re feeling. 

Empathy can best be described as feeling with the person. It may be impossible to be fully empathetic because each 
individual’s reactions, thoughts and feelings to tragedy are going to be unique. Yet the idea of empathy implies a much 
more active process. Instead of feeling sorry for, we are sorry with and have clothed ourselves in the mantle of 
someone else’s emotional reactions. 

Civil servant and qualities of sympathy and empathy :- 

 It will make the civil servant more compassionate towards the weaker sections of society. They are essential in 
bringing efficiency, honesty in the work of a civil servants. 

Armstrong Pame who made the “ People’s road”  without government fund and with peoples help is the right example. 

 They changes the work culture in office. Being sympathetic and empathetic with colleagues will enhance the team 
work, understanding and will help in bringing efficiency at work place. 

 They are prerequisite for good governance which has transparency, accountability as its pillars. 

 Better utilisation of public funds and allocation of public services are the natural outcomes when the officers have 
theses qualities. 

 They drive civil servants to walk an extra mile for the betterment of society caught in adversities. Work of Ganjam 
District collector in philine is also well known. 

As it was rightly said if a civil servant has empathy nothing else matters and if he/she doesn’t have empathy then also 
nothing else matters. Hence having theses qualities is a necessary requirements for civil servants. 
 

Topic:  Ethical concerns and dilemmas in government and private institutions; 

Q) Use of force by the State or Law Enforcement identifies key conflicts of ethical interest. Comment. (150 

Words) 

Livemint 

Introduction :- State has the responsibility to uphold the rights of citizens. However it uses the force in many cases 
owing to the dilemmas 

 Individual rights vs law and order in society :- In order to ensure the stability and tranquillity in society state uses 
the force which may curb the individuals rights as seen in imposing curfews and prohibition orders in disturbed 
areas. 

 Larger citizens right vs sentiments of community :- The verdicts of Supreme courts against the Tripple Talaq case 
shows that rational interpretations of community practices and enforcing their correct versions may hurt the 
community even though it is right 

 Private interest vs public interest :- Sometimes for greater goods of people and society state has to use force 
against private entities like in case of generic medicines which creates dilemma for the rights, freedom of private 
people. 

 Use of force by state is important when it serves the nation and people at large like Abraham Lincoln used force 
only to make America a strong, united and great nation. 

 Use of moral force by state rather than physical force will serve the people bitterly like government persuade 
people morally to behave in certain manner. Ex Give it Up campaign by Indian government to peruse people to 
give their LPG subsidies.  

However force is used to suppress in many instances. Hence use of force by state or law enforcing agencies must be 
the last course of action. However good may be the intensions it creates dilemma for the sufferers. Better 
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implementations of laws, constitutional provisions, efficient service delivery by people will help in state taking this 
course frequently. 
 

Topic:   Ethics and Human Interface; actions 

Q) ‘What is religious is may not be moral, and what is moral is may not be religious.’ Explain the 

relationship between religion and morality citing examples. (150 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction :- Morality and religion is the relationship between religious views and morals. Many religions have value 
frameworks regarding personal behavior meant to guide adherents in determining between right and wrong. These 
include the Triple Jems of Jainism, Judaism’s Halacha, Islam’s Sharia, Catholicism’s Canon Law, Buddhism’s Eightfold 
Path, and Zoroastrianism’s “good thoughts, good words, and good deeds” concept, among others. These frameworks 
are outlined and interpreted by various sources such as holy books, oral and written traditions, and religious leaders. 
Many of these share tenets with secular value frameworks such as consequentialism, freethought, and utilitarianism. 

Armin Geertz suggests that “the age-old assumption that religion produces morals and values is neither the only, nor 
the most parsimonious, hypothesis for religion”. 

Bertrand Russell said, “There are also, in most religions, specific ethical tenets which do definite harm. The Catholic 
condemnation of birth control, if it could prevail, would make the mitigation of poverty and the abolition of war 
impossible. The Hindu beliefs that the cow is a sacred animal and that it is wicked for widows to remarry cause quite 
needless suffering.”[ 

Religious practices like “torturing unbelievers or burning them alive” potentially being labeled “ethical” In India the 
practices of Sati, human sacrifice was done in some religious views only. The  practices of Purdah, triple talaq in Muslim 
community are sanctioned as religious practices but they are not moral practices.   

On other hand it can be proved that religion have not much effect on morality in people. 

 

The Social and Moral Development Index concentrates on moral issues and human rights, violence, public health, 
equality, tolerance, freedom and effectiveness in climate change mitigation and environmentalism, and on some 
technological issues. Gender equality is highest among Scandinavian countries which are less religious. Hence what is 
moral may not be religious and religiosity may be not be the parameter to measure the morality. 
 

Q)  Trolls and hate campaigns targeted against women cannot be solved just by legislative change but a 

mentality overhaul. Comment. (150 Words) 

The Hindu 
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Introduction :- Trolls and hate campaigns are being used against women on social media platform in order to harm 
them psychologically, taking help of anonymity and spread of social media platforms. 

Legislative efforts by government like The Indecent Representation of Women (Prohibition) Act, 1986, has largely 
proved ineffective in curbing this onslaught on the Internet. Though the Act was passed to prohibit indecent 
representation of women through advertisements or in publications, writings, paintings, figures or in any other 
manner, it pertains only to the print media. 

The Bill defines the ‘indecent representation of women’ to mean the depiction of the figure or form or body or any 
part thereof, of a woman in such a way as to have the effect of being indecent or derogatory to or denigrating women, 
or in a way likely to deprave, corrupt or injure public morality. 

Though legal means have always been part of ethical, moral determinations of society since period of socio religious 
reform movements in India the intended impact of said legislation comes only when they are accepted from below. 
Troll and hate against women represents the deep rooted patriarchy, cultural, psychological subjugation of women in 
society. 

It needs a lot of maturity, broadness of thinking, sympathy and empathy for women to minimize and curb these 
incidences.   It needs a complete mentality overhaul in terms of  acceptance, recognition of women’s dignity, presence. 
Legal measures can only facilitate the process and not root it out. 
 

Q) What is meant by the principle of Greater Good? Explain an instance from your experience where such 

a principle needed to be applied. (150 Words) 

Introduction :- The greater good is a common expression which refers to the fact that we are doing something that 
most likely will not benefit us but many people, a community or even the human race according to the context. 

To follow the Principle of greater good one should posses the values of compassion, empathy, integrity, honesty, 
leadership in him/her. One must put the interest of others over self interest. The principle of greater good closely 
resembles with the principle of utilitarianism. It advocates the greatest good for greatest number of people and 
enhances the concept of benevolence to new height. However some difference remain. 

In both the sole motive is to ensure happiness for majority and keeping the minority aside but principle of greater 
good also involves taking decisions to benefit minority keeping aside majority . It is not about the numerical reach but 
about the impact and motive. For example in doing partition of country the leaders thought about greatest good for 
greater number of people and hence took the painful decision even if it was harsh, ruthless for innocent people. 
However in setting up girls school in Pune and facing resistance from majority of people by Jyotiba Phule and Savitribai 
Phule also involved principle of greater good although it was only for minority. 

In personal life when a civil servant is caught in dilemma about family responsibilities and professional responsibilities 
he/she must try to balance but if there is need to give priority then by principle of greater good public service need to 
be put above personal issues. 
 

Topic: Codes of Ethics, 

Q) What are the ethical issues involved in relationships between reporters and their sources and editors? 

Examine what implications these issues will have on journalism and the public. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction :- Ethics in journalism are based on professional conduct, morality and the truth. Not adhering to these 
fundamental principles leads to misrepresenting or misleading members of the public and conflict between the 
reporters and editors. 
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Relationship between reporters their sources and editors and ethical issues involved :- 

 Editors have an obligation to know the identity of unnamed sources used in a story, so that editors and reporters 
can jointly assess the appropriateness of using them. 

 If a reporter has followed all the guidelines that govern the processes of granting anonymity to a source, and then 
discovers a deliberate falsehood aimed at misleading the public, then to invoke the right to out the source 
becomes a valid defense. Otherwise the reporter will be seen as a confidence trickster. 

 Other issues involved conflict of interest where , fake news, paid news, yellow journalism, biased journalism, 
increasing corporatization of media house etc. 

Implications :- 

 It distorts and create rift between the media persons which in a way affect the co ordination and quality of 
journalism. 

 It erodes the faith of general public in media houses and media is seen as medium of destabilising society and 
democracy rather than a concrete pillar of democracy. 

 This will also lead to deterioration of work culture, pollicisation of media and increase in unethical practices of 
favouritism, nepotism in media houses. 

Conclusion :- Principle of self regulation and external regulation through civil society is best suited to media houses as 
any restriction by law and state may hamper the rights of media in general. Institutions like The Center for International 
Media Ethics, an international non-profit organization “offers platform for media professionals to follow current 
ethical dilemmas of the press” through its blog. Besides highlighting the ethical concerns of recent stories, journalists 
are encouraged to express their own opinion. can be promoted and given more teeth to ensure journalism is being 
practiced in ethical ways. 

Additional information :- 

Historical examples of ethical dilemmas in journalism:- 

 In the case of the Pentagon Papers, the dilemma was between exposing massive political deceit and protecting 
the secrecy of classified documents. It was about the Vietnam War. The Pentagon papers revealed that the 
administration denied any change in military policy even after ground operations began and that Assistant 
Secretary of Defense John McNaughton prioritized preventing “a humiliating US defeat” over preventing the 
spread of communism or acting in the best interests of South Vietnam. The Nixon Administration obtained an 
injunction to stop publication of the papers and charged Ellsberg under the Espionage Act of 1917 

 Protecting confidentiality and exposing important information:- A famous journalist in Ireland Nick Martin-Clark, 
developed a rapport with a loyalist prisoner who confessed a murder to Martin-Clark after being promised 
confidentiality. Martin-Clark published the confession in the Sunday Times and testified in the resulting trial. He 
believed that his duty to uphold the public good trumped the promise of confidentiality in this case. There was a 
considerable backlash in the journalistic community against Martin-Clark’s decision to betray his source. 
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Topic: Attitude 

Q) What do you mean by Ambition? What are the ethical values Ambition might conflict with? Have you 

encountered such a situation? If so, give a reference. 

Introduction :- Ambition is the unrest motive or urge to achieve the desired thing. It is the set goal or in simple words 
one’s target in long term and short terms to acquire career, money, position, social status and serve others etc. 

Being ambitious is one of the greatest qualities that a person can posses. Kalpana Chawala was very ambitious in 
perusing her dream to be an astronaut. E Shreedharan was ambitious in implementing the metro projects in order to 
make life of people easy. 

However Being ambitious is often linked with negative dimensions. It means being passionate about things and 
compromising values, ethics in life. In this sense ambitions can conflict with some of the values like :- 

 Integrity and honesty :- Ambitions can drive us from being honest if their achievements want dishonesty. Even 
Yudhisthir in Mahbharat told that Ashwathama has died in order to defeat Dronacharya. 

 Selflessness and principle of greater good :- Being responsible to our actions and accepting the desired remedies 
can be sidelined if our ambitions want us to do that. USA’s back out from Paris agreement in order not to bear 
the burden shows this . 

 Compassion and sympathy :- Being ambitious blindly can compromise sympathy. Mohammad Ali Jinnah’s and 
others ambitions to have a separate state resulted in partition of India and miseries, death, agony to lacks of 
people. 

In personal life we come across many situations which create a conflict. Like career advancements or family 
responsibilities, husband wife divorce over matters like money, property etc. 

It’s a recurring theme in life when we come across road accidents and we simply pass by without helping the victim 
for petty reasons like getting late to office, missing a train or to avoid the legal proceedings. In a way we compromise 
values of care, share, empathy, human dignity, cooperation for our ambitions. When I came across such an accident 
once I made it sure that I am helping the victim irrespective of I was having important meeting. 

Theses small steps of putting values and ethics over our ambitions make this world a better place to live and grow. 
 

Q) Behaviour and attitudinal changes are necessary for the success of government initiatives. Illustrate. 

(150 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Introduction :- Government owing to its welfare nature initiate many campaigns, schemes, laws for people like Polio 
drive, vaccination drive, Swacch Bharat also legislations like Right to Education etc. The success for these depends on 
following things :- 

Its provisions, aims, visions and their implementation, The coverage and reach of beneficiaries , Awareness about it 
and incentives for their adoption and role played by all enforcing authorities, civil society and people. 

However one of the most important part for their success is the behavioural and attitudinal changes. Its because it 
plays crucial role in shaping the habbits of people and their pattern of dealing with the things. The ambitious campaign 
of Swaccha Bharat has been lagging in its full success due to this. Bangladesh took 15 years to become open defecation 
free (ODF), while Thailand took 40 years to do so. Changing centuries-old habits of open defecation is a complex and 
long-term undertaking. 
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The attitudinal and behavioural changes are also important on part of implementing agencies, the civil servants as 
well. Their service orientation, dedication and integrity makes huge difference in success of government agencies. 
Their adoption of e governance, inculcating transparency, accountability is also equally important.  
 

Q) Bias is natural to human behaviour. What do you understand by impartiality? How can we ensure 

impartiality in professional and personal life? (150 Words) 

Introduction :- Bias is an inclination or prejudice for or against one person or group, especially in a way considered to 
be unfair. Our views are shaped by both internal and external factors like own values, understanding, choices and 
culture, society etc. Hence being biased is considered natural as in one form or other we generate opinions, express 
our inclinations. Ex in patriarchal society people are biased for women’s capabilities. 

However being impartial is the natural state not being biased. Impartiality is the state of being balanced towards an 
issue. It’s an ability to judge the things rationally and generate opinions scientifically without basing them on some pre 
cultivated notions.  

Impartial attitude and behavior is changed to biased attitude owing to many factors hence to ensure impartiality one 
must ensure following things :- 

 Adhering to ones own rational, balanced approach and scrutinising the set opinions before adopting and 
inculcating them in ourselves. 

 Following the official rules, regulations, code of ethics, code of conduct in professional life so that the rule of law 
is maintained. 

 Maintaining integrity, non partisan behaviour, honesty, public spirit, welfare attitude also help in making a person 
impartial. 

 Learning from others, following ideal personalities example for impartial behaviour and keep on improving 
ourselves for being balanced is the way out. 
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Topic: Probity in Governance: Concept of public service 

Q) What do you understand by public sector ethics? Differentiate it with government ethics. (150 Words) 

Wikipedia 

Introduction :- The ethics in public sector centres upon the duties of public servant towards public. It is nothing but 
moral justifications and considerations made while performing the duties and decision making. Ethics are an 
accountability standard by which the public will scrutinize the work being conducted by the members of these 
organizations. The question of ethics emerges in the public sector on account of its subordinate character. 

On other hand Government ethics constitutes the application of ethical rules to government. It is that part of practical 
jurisprudence, or the philosophy of law, that governs the operation of government and its relationship with the people 
that it governs. It covers issues of honesty and transparency in government, dealing with matters such as bribery, 
political corruption, police corruption, legislative ethics, regulatory ethics, conflict of interest, avoiding the appearance 
of impropriety, open government, and legal ethics. 

Government officials serve the people, managing the resources of others. Along with this stewardship, there is an 
expectation from the public that in conducting daily activities, the officials will practice fairness and equality. They are 
also expected to maintain openness in their workings to ensure that they are operating within the public’s perception 
of what is “right.” 

Public sector ethics Vs governmental Ethics 

 Government ethics are much broader while public sector ethics can be a branch of government ethics. Ex 
governments decisions not only in domestic boundaries but also in international domain will come under 
government ethics and public sector will deal with only ethical relation of sector with public 

 Public sector ethics can be more about how the public is being served and affected means focus is on individuals 
while governmental ethics deals with how decisions impact society, polity, economy at large. 

 While public sector ethics overlaps in part with government ethics, it can be considered a separate branch in that 
government ethics is only focused on moral issues relating to governments, including bribery and corruption, 
whilst public sector ethics also encompasses any position included in the public administration 

 

Q) Discuss OECD recommendations to improve  ethics in public service. (150 Words) 

Reference 

Introduction :- Following recommendations of OECD can improve ethics in public service :- 

 Ethical standards for public service should be clear Public servants need to know the basic principles and 
standards they are expected to apply to their work and where the boundaries of acceptable behaviour lie. A 
concise, well-publicised statement of core ethical standards and principles that guide public service, for example 
in the form of a code of conduct, can accomplish this by creating a shared understanding across government and 
within the broader community. 

 Ethical standards should be reflected in the legal framework The legal framework is the basis for communicating 
the minimum obligatory standards and principles of behaviour for every public servant. Laws and regulations 
could state the fundamental values of public service and should provide the framework for guidance, 
investigation, disciplinary action and prosecution. 

 Ethical guidance should be available to public servants Professional socialisation should contribute to the 
development of the necessary judgement and skills enabling public servants to apply ethical principles in concrete 
circumstances. Training facilitates ethics awareness and can develop essential skills for ethical analysis and moral 
reasoning. Impartial advice can help create an environment in which public servants are more willing to confront 
and resolve ethical tensions and problems. Guidance and internal consultation mechanisms should be made 
available to help public servants apply basic ethical standards in the workplace. 

 Public servants should know their rights and obligations when exposing wrongdoing Public servants need to know 
what their rights and obligations are in terms of exposing actual or suspected wrongdoing within the public 
service. These should include clear rules and procedures for officials to follow, and a formal chain of responsibility. 
Public servants also need to know what protection will be available to them in cases of exposing wrongdoing. 
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 Political commitment to ethics should reinforce the ethical conduct of public servants Political leaders are 
responsible for maintaining a high standard of propriety in the discharge of their official duties. Their commitment 
is demonstrated by example and by taking action that is only available at the political level, for instance by 
creating legislative and institutional arrangements that reinforce ethical behaviour and create sanctions against 
wrongdoing, by providing adequate support and resources for ethics-related activities throughout government 
and by avoiding the exploitation of ethics rules and laws for political purposes. 

 The decision-making process should be transparent and open to scrutiny The public has a right to know how 
public institutions apply the power and resources entrusted to them. Public scrutiny should be facilitated by 
transparent and democratic processes, oversight by the legislature and access to public information. 
Transparency should be further enhanced by measures such as disclosure systems and recognition of the role of 
an active and independent media. 

 There should be clear guidelines for interaction between the public and private sectors Clear rules defining ethical 
standards should guide the behaviour of public servants in dealing with the private sector, for example regarding 
public procurement, outsourcing or public employment conditions. Increasing interaction between the public and 
private sectors demands that more attention should be placed on public service values and requiring external 
partners to respect those same values. 

 Managers should demonstrate and promote ethical conduct An organisational environment where high 
standards of conduct are encouraged by providing appropriate incentives for ethical behaviour, such as adequate 
working conditions and effective performance assessment, has a direct impact on the daily practice of public 
service values and ethical standards. Managers have an important role in this regard by providing consistent 
leadership and serving as role models in terms of ethics and conduct in their professional relationship with 
political leaders, other public servants and citizens. 

 Management policies, procedures and practices should promote ethical conduct Management policies and 
practices should demonstrate an organisation’s commitment to ethical standards. It is not sufficient for 
governments to have only rule-based or compliance-based structures. Compliance systems alone can 
inadvertently encourage some public servants simply to function on the edge of misconduct, arguing that if they 
are not violating the law they are acting ethically. Government policy should not only delineate the minimal 
standards below which a government official’s actions will not be tolerated, but also clearly articulate a set of 
public service values that employees should aspire to. 

 Public service conditions and management of human resources should promote ethical conduct Public service 
employment conditions, such as career prospects, personal development, adequate remuneration and human 
resource management policies should create an environment conducive to ethical behaviour. Using basic 
principles, such as merit, consistently in the daily process of recruitment and promotion helps operationalise 
integrity in the public service. 

 Adequate accountability mechanisms should be in place within the public service Public servants should be 
accountable for their actions to their superiors and, more broadly, to the public. Accountability should focus both 
on compliance with rules and ethical principles and on achievement of results. Accountability mechanisms can 
be internal to an agency as well as government-wide, or can be provided by civil society. Mechanisms promoting 
accountability can be designed to provide adequate controls while allowing for appropriately flexible 
management. 

 Appropriate procedures and sanctions should exist to deal with misconduct Mechanisms for the detection and 
independent investigation of wrongdoing such as corruption are a necessary part of an ethics infrastructure. It is 
necessary to have reliable procedures and resources for monitoring, reporting and investigating breaches of 
public service rules, as well as commensurate administrative or disciplinary sanctions to discourage misconduct. 
Managers should exercise appropriate judgement in using these mechanisms when actions need to be taken. 
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Topic:  Public/Civil service values and Ethics in Public administration: Status and problems; 

Q) Differentiate between the following terms: 

a) Law, Regulation and Rule 

b) Conscience and Mind 

c) Accountability and Governance 

d) Ethical concern and Ethical dilemma 

Introduction :- 

 

 

a) Law, Regulation and Rule 

The main difference between rules and laws is the consequences associated with breaking them. While each is 
developed to invoke a sense of order, fair play, and safety, the weight of a law is much heavier than the weight of 
a rule. Laws are like the legal version of rules. 

b) Accountability and Governance 

Governance refers to directing & controlling. Whereas, accountability refers to being answerable for the actions and 
decisions taken. However, both go hand in hand. Where there is governance, accountability is a must. 

c) Conscience and Mind 

The “mind” and “consciousness” are both informal and somewhat overlapping terms that refer to a broad collection 
of interrelated phenomena. Although generally speaking, the mind is a broader term that includes consciousness plus 
memory and cognition. Consciousness being energy of the soul is spiritual, whereas mind is material, being one of the 
constituents of the subtle material body. Its like the mind is like the screen of the TV whereas the soul is the person 
watching the TV and consciousness is like the vision of the person that is focused on the TV. 
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d) Ethical concern and Ethical dilemma 

Ethical Issue is when a matter has both aspects of right and wrong. Ethical Dilemma is when one is faced with a binary 
or multiple options of choice, or a confusion of understanding, based on ethics or the lack of it. Ex. Allowing surrogacy 
openly in India is an ethical issue while giving one’s womb for surrogacy purpose can be an ethical dilemma for a 
women. 
 

Topic:   Work culture 

Q) Critically examine the role of the internal complaint committees constituted under the new sexual 

harassment against women at workplace act, 2013 in ensuring good work culture and safety of women 

employees in workplaces. (150 Words) 

EPW 

Introduction:- In the context of nationwide uproar of Nirbhaya rape case, the government introduced the new Sexual 
Harassment against Women at Workplace (Prevention, Prohibition and Redressal) Act, 2013. The law has been passed 
after a hiatus of 16 years of the formulation of the Vishakha guidelines. The introduction of the 2013 act once again 
brought the problem of sexual harassment at the workplace (SHW) into the mainstream. 

The act places the responsibility of implementing the act in the workplace on the employer through the formation of 
an internal complaints committee (ICC) as a workplace redressal forum and to be comprised of a senior woman 
employee, two other employees and a social worker. 

Provisions :- 

 It is mandated under the act that at least half of the strength of the ICC must be constituted by women. 

 Where such a complaint committee is not set up by the employer or where such complaint is against the employer 
himself, a provision is made for the setting up of a committee by the district magistrate of a panel drawn from 
social workers and non-governmental organisations (NGOs). 

 Where an offence is established/proved, the punishment for misconduct is as per the service rules under the act, 
wherein redressal ranges from apology, withholding of promotion and increment up to termination 

Case Study :- A study on the internal complaint committees constituted under the new sexual harassment against 
women at workplace act, 2013 in 15 government offices in Kerala finds that while committees get formed and meet 
intermittently, the members of the committees and women employees remain unaware of the provisions of the act 
and hesitant to assert themselves in registering complaints or fighting for more women-friendly work structures.  

Functioning of ICC :- 

 Usually senior woman employees become presiding officers of the ICCs 3–4 months before retirement. When 
they retire, the employers have to reconstitute the committee, which is a time-consuming process. 

 The law prescribes that the senior most women employee must be appointed as the chairperson of the ICC. But 
it was found that in all organisations (except the social justice department), middle or bottom level employees 
were the chairpersons 

 Male employers think that there is no need for such mechanisms within the office setting, as women have lots of 
other places to complain. This clearly shows that the patriarchal mindset still exists even among highly qualified 
professionals. 

 women employees consider it a new space in their offices. But they are hesitant to encourage it openly as they 
are afraid of getting labelled as feminists. 

 Most women employees like to remain neutral, because only then will they get acceptance in society from the 
opposite sex.  

 None of the employers bother about the meeting of the committees; they only demand a report from the 
chairperson at the time of submission of annual report to the government. 

 In most cases, conciliation was the primary option and all the harassers were issued warnings as punishment. No 
compensation is given to the victims in those cases. 
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 Most of the chairpersons have dismissed the need for such a committee by saying that sexual harassment does 
not occur in their workplaces. 

Conclusion :- The 2013 act and the ICCs are a new beginning in protecting working women. ICC is a mechanism to 
address sexual harassment of women at the workplace, within the limits of their office setting. In this sense, it is 
available to every woman. Its presence itself can create a lot of changes in the working environment. At the same time, 
there are lot of factors such as a highly politicised working environment, patriarchal attitudes that dominate the 
working conditions, lack of interest of officials, fear of consequences and social stigma attached to sexual harassment, 
etc which prevent the effective functioning of ICCs. 

If implemented properly it is the best forum to communicate to employees as to what behaviour is acceptable and 
not, in a non-threatening atmosphere of mutual learning. The training of ICC members should include a component of 
gender-sensitisation along with the procedure for taking complaints, conducting enquiry, etc. It is imperative that the 
employers follow a zero tolerance approach towards sexual harassment at the workplace, irrespective of whoever is 
the accused. ICCs are sites were women can legally take leadership initiatives and thereby, empower themselves.  
 

Topic:  Information sharing and transparency in government, Right to Information, 

Q) Examine the role of RTI in ensuring good governance. (150 Words) 

Reference 

Introduction :- Much before the legislative enactment our Judiciary, in a progressive interpretation of the 
Constitutional provisions, had paved the way towards delineating the Right to Information. In 1975, in State of UP vs. 
Raj Narain case, Justice Mathew had ruled;  

“In a government of responsibility like ours, where all the agents of the public must be responsible for their conduct, 
there can be but few secrets. The people of this country have a right to know every public act, everything that is done 
in a public way by their public functionaries.”  

In subsequent judicial pronouncements, the ‘Right to Know’ was further elaborated as being inherent in the 
Fundamental Rights. The judicial interpretation found reflection in a wide-spread public movement demanding 
statutory provisions for such a right. The spirit behind the movement for Right to Information was summed up in pithy 
slogans like;  

“hamara paisa, hamara hisaab hum janenge, hum jiyenge .” 

The process, conceptually, was initiated when Parliament enacted the Freedom of Information Act, 2002. This was 
followed by the present Act that came into force on 12 October 2005. Its legislative intent was to empower the citizen 
to promote transparency and accountability in the working of every Public Authority, reduce the gap between the 
information provider and the information seeker, enhance efficiency in administration of public authorities, mitigate 
corruption and promote good governance.  

There can be little doubt that this is one of the most empowering and progressive legislations passed in the post 
Independent India. It is often said that India’s RTI Act is one of the world’s best law with an excellent implementation 
track record. It has salient features such as clear, time-bound implementation schedules with penal provisions for non-
compliance, a minimal exceptions clause, and a well structured appeals system. These provide for better governance, 
and impact on the very nature of governance itself. Three aspects can be highlighted in this regard:  

• Until the passage of this Act, the disclosure of information held by public authorities in India was governed, 
exclusively, by the Official Secrets Act, 1923. It was a legacy of the British colonial rule, encouraged secrecy and 
opaqueness in administration and was designed to deny information about government activities to the people.  

• The RTI Act is different from other enactments in its operation. For most other laws, the executor of the law is 
government; and the citizen is normally required to comply by these laws. The RTI Act is the very opposite. Here, 
the citizen is the executor and the government has to act in response to a directive from the citizen. It thus reverses 
the roles of the public and the government. This is a new situation and requires getting used to by the 
administrators.  

• A third radical provision of the Act is that the information seekers need not give a reason for demanding the 
information held by public authority or prove his/her locus standi for it. This allows activists and civil society 
organizations to take up issues on behalf of the marginalized and the un-empowered.  
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Conclusion :-  The preamble of the Act itself provides that “Democracy requires an informed citizenry and 
transparency of information which are vital to its functioning and also to contain corruption and to hold governments 
and their instrumentalities accountable to the governed”. The transformation from mere governance to good 
governance is possible only if the citizens of the country have right and access to information of and participation in 
the governance. The good governance is the governance in which people are served by their representatives not ruled 
by their representatives. 
 

Topic:   Corporate governance 

Q) Write a brief note on theories of corporate governance and examine the ethical questions faced in 

corporate governance. (250 Words) 

Reference 

Introduction :- Corporate governance is the mechanisms, processes and relations by which corporations are 
controlled and directed. Governance structures and principles identify the distribution of rights and responsibilities 
among different participants in the corporation (such as the board of directors, managers, shareholders, creditors, 
auditors, regulators, and other stakeholders) and includes the rules and procedures for making decisions in corporate 
affairs. Corporate governance includes the processes through which corporations’ objectives are set and pursued in 
the context of the social, regulatory and market environment. Governance mechanisms include monitoring the 
actions, policies, practices, and decisions of corporations, their agents, and affected stakeholders. Corporate 
governance practices are affected by attempts to align the interests of stakeholders. Interest in the corporate 
governance practices of modern corporations, particularly in relation to accountability, increased following the high-
profile collapses of a number of large corporations during 2001–2002, most of which involved accounting fraud; and 
then again after the recent financial crisis in 2008. 

 

Theories of corporate governance :- 

Agency Theory Agency theory having its roots in economic theory was exposited by Alchian and Demsetz (1972) and 
further developed by Jensen and Meckling (1976). Agency theory is defined as “the relationship between the 
principals, such as shareholders and agents such as the company executives and managers”. In this theory, 
shareholders who are the owners or principals of the company, hires the gents to perform work. Principals delegate 
the running of business to the directors or managers, who are the shareholder’s agents (Clarke, 2004). Indeed, Daily 
et al (2003) argued that two factors can influence the prominence of agency theory. First, the theory is conceptually 
and simple theory that reduces the corporation to two participants of managers and shareholders. Second, agency 
theory suggests that employees or managers in organizations can be self-interested. 
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Stewardship Theory Stewardship theory has its roots from psychology and sociology and is defined by Davis, 
Schoorman & Donaldson (1997) as “a steward protects and maximises shareholders wealth through firm performance, 
because by so doing, the steward’s utility functions are maximised”. In this perspective, stewards are company 
executives and managers working for the shareholders, protects and make profits for the shareholders. Unlike agency 
theory, stewardship theory stresses not on the perspective of individualism (Donaldson & Davis, 1991), but rather on 
the role of top management being as stewards, integrating their goals as part of the organization. The stewardship 
perspective suggests that stewards are satisfied and motivated when organizational success is attained. 

Stakeholder Theory Stakeholder theory was embedded in the management discipline in 1970 and gradually developed 
by Freeman (1984) incorporating corporate accountability to a broad range of stakeholders. Wheeler et al, (2002) 
argued that stakeholder theory derived from a combination of the sociological and organizational disciplines. Indeed, 
stakeholder theory is less of a formal unified theory and more of a broad research tradition, incorporating philosophy, 
ethics, political theory, economics, law and organizational science. 

Resource Dependency Theory Whilst, the stakeholder theory focuses on relationships with many groups for individual 
benefits, resource dependency theory concentrates on the role of board directors in providing access to resources 
needed by the firm. Hillman, Canella and Paetzold (2000) contend that resource dependency theory focuses on the 
role that directors play in providing or securing essential resources to an organization through their linkages to the 
external environment. Indeed, Johnson et al, (1996) concurs that resource dependency theorists provide focus on the 
appointment of representatives of independent organizations as a means for gaining access in resources critical to 
firm success. For example, outside directors who are partners to a law firm provide legal advice, either in board 
meetings or in private communication with the firm executives that may otherwise be more costly for the firm to 
secure. 

Transaction Cost Theory Transaction cost theory was first initiated by Cyert and March (1963) and later theoretical 
described and exposed by Williamson (1996). Transaction cost theory was an interdisciplinary alliance of law, 
economics and organizations. This theory attempts to view the firm as an organization comprising people with 
different views and objectives. 
 

Q) It is said that the events that have transpired at Infosys in recent years have crucial ramifications for 

the way corporate governance in professionally managed firms shapes up in this country. Examine the 

lessons in corporate governance that can be learnt from recent Infosys episode. (150 Words) 

Livemint 

Introduction :- Academic research in corporate governance highlights that good corporate governance is essential to 
overcome two key problems that plague professionally managed firms: (i) agency problems and (ii) asymmetric 
information. 

Agency problems stem from the fact that as agents of investors, many professional managers pursue their personal 
interests, even if such personal interest is detrimental to investors’ interests.  

Asymmetric information refers to the fact that professional managers and board members possess significantly greater 
information than the average investor in these firms. This asymmetry in information is further exacerbated by the fact 
that—left to themselves—professional managers would aggressively reveal good news and assiduously hide bad news. 
The temptation to hide bad news can become particularly undeniable amidst agency problems that point a finger 
towards the board’s or the CEO’s conduct. 

it is crucial to remember that investors expect a typical firm to hide bad news and reveal good news. Therefore, 
consistently revealing bad news in a proactive manner is crucial for a firm to develop a reputation for good 
governance.  

When the average firm is perceived to be badly governed, signalling good corporate governance requires a consistently 
high level of effort from the management. Such effort has to be made ex-ante and not ex-post.  

Some commentators have argued that Infosys needs to change its “conservative culture” to compete in the US market. 

In fact, good corporate governance pertains to aggressiveness in disclosure, especially when the news is bad and when 
it concerns the management or the board. 

Good corporate governance requires diligent adherence to principles that remove the twin perceptions of agency 
problems and asymmetric information. 
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Topic:    Quality of service delivery 

Q) Explain how e-governance can enhance  quality of service delivery in public offices. (150 Words) 

OECD 

Introduction :- 

Electronic governance or e-governance is the application of information and communication technology (ICT) for 
delivering government services, exchange of information, communication transactions, integration of various stand-
alone systems and services between government-to-customer (G2C), government-to-business (G2B), government-to-
government (G2G) as well as back office processes and interactions within the entire government framework. 

E GOVERNANCE AND QUALITY OF PUBLIC SERVICES :- 

 

E-government involves using ICTs to transform both back-end and front-end government processes and provides 
services, information and knowledge to the public. 

The emergence of Information and Communication Technology has provided means for faster and better 
communication, efficient storage, retrieval and processing of data and exchange and utilization of information to its 
users, be they individuals, groups, businesses, organizations or governments. 

One of the most important arguments in favor of e-government reform is that it raises the internal or production 
efficiency of public institutions, thus saving taxpayer’s money. 

E-governance can play a critical role in improving the services quality delivered to its customers as it can achieve 
survival, increase satisfaction and trust and then generate the competitive success for organizations. 

The effect of new ICT can make a significant contribution to the achievement of good governance goals and E-
governance platforms are the key instruments that ensuring good governance by increasing transparency, 
accountability, reducing corruptions and eventually helping to reduce the cost of government business operations. 
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Topic: Probity in Governance; 

Q) Why probity in public life is sine qua non these days? Discuss.(150 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction :- Today, we have descended to such a low level of ethics that associating probity in public life is pure 
oxymoron.  Probity in governance is an essential and vital requirement for an efficient and effective system of 
governance and for socio-economic development.  

 Unfortunately for India, discipline is disappearing fast from public life and without discipline, as the Scandinavian 
economist- sociologist, Gunnyar Myrdal, has pointed out, no real progress is possible.  Discipline implies inter 
aliapublic and private morality and a sense of honesty.   

 While in the West a man who rises to positions of higher authority develops greater respect for laws, the opposite 
is true in our country. Here, the mark of a person holding high position is the ease with which he can ignore the 
laws and regulations. We are being swamped by a culture of indiscipline and untruth; morality, both public and 
private, is at a premium.    

 Indira Gandhi came out with an astonishing statement that corruption was no longer an issue in India for the 
simple reason that it was a universal phenomenon.  

 Greed and gold have been our deities. In this new religion, there is a nexus between criminals and politicians with 
bureaucracy playing more than second fiddle. These are not irresponsible observations of critics of the 
government but findings of the high-power Vohra Committee. 

 Our public servants who should set an example are the worst offenders. The canker has spread even to judicial 
institutions. The CBI, which is the premier body to handle these cases, is itself totally controlled by and 
subordinate to the Ministry. 

An important requisite for ensuring probity in governance is absence of corruption. The other requirements are 
effective laws, rules and regulations governing every aspect of public life and, more important, an effective and fair 
implementation of those laws, etc. Indeed, a proper, fair and effective enforcement of law is a facet of discipline. 

History teaches us that no country has been destroyed by external aggression but many countries have been ruined 
by internal decadence. If this lesson is borne in mind, we can retrieve the situation even now. We don’t seem to enjoy 
the rule of law in this country. That will be possible only if there is absolute transparency in government administration. 
Glasnost is India’s key to survival. We have been fooled by governments both at the Centre and in the States that they 
are committed to open government. Some Bills have come up here and there. But public administration is not open 
to public scrutiny. Tolstoy wrote “slavery has been abolished in Rome, it has been abolished in America which provoked 
even a civil war, and it has been abolished in Russia – the word has been abolished but the fact remains.” This is so 
with transparency and the rule of law. One cannot compromise with lack of integrity in public administrations or even 
corporate administrations except at our peril. 
 

Q) In your opinion, what measures are required to be taken for ensuring probity in governance? Examine. 

(150 Words) 

Reference 

Introduction :- The Oxford Dictionary defines probity as “the quality or condition of having strong moral principles, 
integrity, good character, honesty, decency”. It is the act of adhering to the highest principles and ideals rather than 
avoiding corrupt or dishonest conduct. It balances service to the community against the self interest of individuals. 

Probity has been described as a risk management approach ensuring procedural integrity. It is concerned with 
procedures, processes and systems rather than outcomes. The best probity processes do not however guarantee a 
Board will be immune from problems or criticism. It requires that Boards act ethically, impartially, honestly and with 
fairness. 

 Certain measures required to be taken for ensuring probity in governance: 

 Need for enforcing section 5 of the Benami Transactions (Prohibition) Act, 1988: 

Property held benami liable to acquisition:-  (1) All properties held benami shall be subject to acquisition by such 
authority, in such manner and after following such procedures, as may be prescribed.  
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(2)  For the removal of doubts, it is hereby declared that no amount shall be payable for the acquisition of any 
property under sub-section  

 Misfeasance in Public Office – A Remedy :- 

 Necessity for a law providing for confiscation of illegally acquired assets of public servants 

 Legislations in parliament for reducing corruption :- 

 Enactment of a Public Interest Disclosure Act :- One of the measures adopted in several western countries to 
fight corruption and mal-administration is enactment of Public Interest Disclosure Acts, which are popularly called 
Whistle-blower Acts. The object of such enactments is to improve accountability in government and public sector 
organizations by encouraging people not to turn a blind eye to mal-practice taking place in their organizations 
and to report the same to the specified authority.  The motto of the British Act (Public Interest Disclosure Act, 
1998) is “Address the message rather than the messenger; and resist the temptation to cover up serious mal-
practices”.  The Act provides for protection of Whistle-blowers from dismissal and victimization by making 
appropriate provisions in that behalf. 
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ENACTMENT OF A FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT :- RIGHT TO RECEIVE AND THE RIGHT TO IMPART INFORMATION 

HAS BEEN HELD TO BE A PART OF FREEDOM OF SPEECH AND EXPRESSION GUARANTEED BY SUB-CLAUSE (A) OF CLAUSE 

(1) OF ARTICLE 19 OF THE CONSTITUTION SUBJECT OF COURSE TO THE REASONABLE RESTRICTIONS, IF ANY, THAT MAY 

BE PLACED ON SUCH RIGHT IN TERMS OF AND TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY CLAUSE (2) OF THE SAID ARTICLE.   IT 

HAS BEEN HELD BY THE SUPREME COURT IN SECRETARY, MINISTRY OF I&B V. CRICKET ASSOCIATION OF BENGAL  

 Necessity for enacting an efficient Lok Pal Bill in addition to the present model of lokpal act. 

 Strengthening of the Criminal Judicial System :- This is one of the most important requisites for ensuring probity 
in governance.  The criminal judicial system consists of the police/investigating agency, the prosecuting agency, 
the advocates, witnesses and finally the judiciary. Inasmuch as this topic is dealt with in another paper, the same 
is not being dilated upon in this Consultation Paper. 

 

Topic:   Citizen’s Charters 

Q) What are the salient features of Citizen’s Charters bill 2011? Examine. (200 Words) 

Reference 

Introduction :- The Citizen’s Charter and Grievance Redressal Bill 2011 also known as The Right of Citizens for Time 
Bound Delivery of Goods and Services and Redressal of their Grievances Bill, 2011 or Citizens Charter Bill was proposed 
by Indian central legislation. It was tabled by V. Narayanasamy, Minister of State for Personnel, Public Grievances and 
Pensions, in Lok Sabha in December 2011. The bill lapsed due to dissolution of the 15th Lok Sabha. 

Salient features :- 

 The Bill seeks to create a mechanism to ensure timely delivery of goods and services to citizens. 

 Every public authority is required to publish a citizens charter within six months of the commencement of the 
Act.  The Charter will detail the goods and services to be provided and their timelines for delivery. 

 A citizen may file a complaint regarding any grievance related to: (a) citizens charter; (b) functioning of a public 
authority; or (c) violation of a law, policy or scheme.  

 The Bill requires all public authorities to appoint officers to redress grievances.  Grievances are to be redressed 
within 30 working days.  The Bill also provides for the appointment of Central and State Public Grievance 
Redressal Commissions. 

 A penalty of up to Rs 50,000 may be levied upon the responsible officer or the Grievance Redressal Officer for 
failure to render services. 

Key Issues and Analysis 

 Parliament may not have the jurisdiction to regulate the functioning of state public officials as state public 
services fall within the purview of state legislatures. 

 This Bill may create a parallel grievance redressal mechanism as many central and state laws have established 
similar mechanisms.  

 Companies that render services under a statutory obligation or a licence may be required to publish citizens 
charters and provide a grievance redressal mechanism.  
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 The Commissioners may be removed without a judicial inquiry on an allegation of misbehaviour or 
incapacity.  This differs from the procedure under other legislations. 

 Appeals from the Commissions’ decisions on matters of corruption will lie before the Lokpal or Lokayuktas.  The 
Lokpal and some Lokayuktas have not been established.  

 Only citizens can seek redressal of grievances under the Bill.  The Bill does not enable foreign nationals who also 
use services such as driving licenses, electricity, etc., to file complaints. 

 
 
 

***** 
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